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Dean, Mrs•. Mestre Sail
To Havana For Vacation

On Wednesday, Feb. 15, Dean
and Mrs. Harold Mestre sailed
on the "Oriente" from New
York, bound for Havana, Cuba.
Since they do not plan to start
home until Feb. 26, they will
probably not return to the
campus until after March 1.
The dean observed before
leaving that this is the first
time he has been away from
the college for more than four
days on a pleasure trip alone
since he became an instructor
in Bio-Psychology at Bard in
the Spring of 1937.
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ISSUES STATEMENT

I

by William H. J ordy
From an informal interview of
approximately forty Bardians just
returned from Reading Periods,
k d t
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INFORMAL DANCES .
START TOMORROW
M . F
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Butler Sees Bard
"Facing Forward"

Majorit}'1 Think M 0 nth
Invaluable, Lacks
Preparation

Following the trend of some of
the great powers of the world to
eraSe their economic difficulties by
.
a concentrated, autarkical drive, t h e ·
administration has launched a
"three-year plan" to make Bard
College self-sufficient. The plan, "
r~eu~~st p~rt e:v~~;on~r~a~ agre~~
which was revealed to the College
that the Reading Period was an
Council by the dean last semester
invaluable part of the educational
and has been torn apart by unoffiprogram, and (2) that at present
cial rumor ever since, has been acUSIC . or
Irst
air 0 it fails in about 50% of the cases
cepted by the Finance Committee of
Be· Provl'ded By
because of its lack of preparation.
the Board of Trustees and will go
In criticisms expressed of the
before the Board sometime this
term, it was learned from the adecor lngs
Reading Period, a number of boys
ministration. This is the first time
---freely admitted that they considered
themselves unable to carryon a
the plan has been made public to
The first of the informal Saturday project and derive very much more
the entire college.
evening dances to be sponsored by
136 Next Year
the faculty wives and the Commu- than a padded report full of glowUnder the scheme the operating I nity Life Committee will be given in ing adjectives at the end of it. "I'm
deficit of the college after three the Albee Recreation Room tomor- no scholar," was the typical remark,
and with that it was left to the
years will be practically eliminated. row evening. The affair was organ- faculty and the administration to
For next year the plan envisions an ized by Mrs. John Parsons, Mr. Wilenrollment of 136 students, about liam Frauenfelder and the commit- figure out a method whereby he
half of whom will pay the full fee of tee, assisted by John Muller and might become one. Another fre$1,500, while the other half will be Thomas Stewart.
,quent comment on the Reading
granted partial scholarships averagThe dance is scheduled to begin at Period was that the student was uning approximately half the total 9:15. Music will be supplied with able to establish contacts in the
fee. This will cut the operating recordings by Peter Leavens. Miss fields in which he wished to work,
deficit to a much lower figure than Ruth Trickett, Bard dietician, will and as a result had "passed away
at present. For the following year,. serve refreshments. During inter- the month of January. reading some_
1940-'41, a registration of 150 is ex- mission, guests will be able to use thing I didn't want to read at all."
pected, paying, on the average, the card tables placed in the Art Library
As to the speCific projects comsame amount as mentioned above. across the hall, and Robert and pleted, some of the more spectacuAfter the third year, when it is Gabor Aufricht have planned piano lar contributions to Reading Period
planned to admit 164 students to entertainment.
annals follow in no particularly rathe college, the operating deficit will
May Use Frat Houses
tional order. Vail Cllurch and Bill
be insignificant, if the financial
It was origlIrally aiTahged -to hold Henders()n spent Jantiary experiplan works. There will remain the this dance in the Kappa Gamma Chi menting in the Henderson green
capital deficit created by the cost of fraternity house. But in view of the houses in growing plants with varithe construction of new stUdent fact that the sponsors have no as- OUS chemical concoctions best known
workrooms and new faculty houses surance of a large enough crOWd, the to themselves. Herm Holt put firewhich will be necessary if the col-' smaller Albee room was chosen for crackers in flour barrels and called
the first party. If tomorrow's affair the result an abstract movie.
lege expands to such a degree.
By the "three-year plan" Bard will is well attended and wholly success_
The project which went farthest
be almost self-supporting. The max- ful, the larger facilities will be em- from home took four Bardians to
imum enrollment will be 164 stu- ployed in the future. It is likely Mexico. Harry Winterbottom, Frank
dents, and the average payment of' that a revolving plan will be adopt- . ove~ton, and Reg Paget piled into
each ~tudent ~ill b.e around $1,100. ed, including all the fraternity Davld Burke's Ford to make the
The fIrst step m thIS plan was tak- houses.
.
(Oontinued on page 4.)
en last year when the tuition was
raised from $1,200 to $1,500. The
dean has said that this year, although the registration is small, the
operating deficit has already been
lessened.
The "three-year plan" will not be
limited to the following three years,
~--------------but, if successful, will probably con"The
Folklore
Circus,"
combining
CHANTING POET
tinue to operate until an endowment
is secured which will permit the the arts of painting, poetry, reciting, and singing, was presented to
college fee to be lowered.
a Bard College audience Monday
---0--evening by versatile Julian Lee Rayford, resident of Woodstock, and
poet, sculptor, and student of
American folklore and legend.
I
The music department has enThe pictorial feature of the circus I
gaged Mr. Guido Brand as instruc- comprised several canvas panels detor in violin to replace Mr. Elias picting the characters of folklore
Dan, who has accepted a position whose development and relation to
with the "New Friends of Music" in American history has summoned
New York. Mr. Brand was intro- Rayford's talents into ballads and
duced to Bardians when he played
the Handel Sonata in G minor at songs of John Henry, Negro stevethe first of the Sunday afternoon dore; the picturesque Mark Twain
teas in the Albee Recreation Room. of MiSSissippi River days; the jumpHe came to Bard from the Vienna ing frog of Calaveras County, CaliState Academy of Music where he fornia; Davy Crockett of history and
graduated in 1933 with the Fritz legend ; the circuit riding preacher,
Kreisler prize in violin. He won once an established American inthis prize among 26 contesting stitution; the treacherous cottonmusicians.
mouth of the South; and Paul BunDr. Paul Schwartz, head of college yan, legendary lumber jack of promusical activities, has said that, in digious strength.
Besides the stories of poetry re-'
view of the favorable reception given
the music at the Sunday teas, there lating only to these and other figA sketch of Julian Lee Rayford
will be short instrumental selections ures, Rayford recited original poetry
as a regular feature during the the inspiration of which sprang from by the artist James Montgomery
Spring semester. Dr. Schwartz also the poet's intimacy and affection for Flagg.
plans five Bard Hall concerts which certain aspects of American life, es- 1-------------will include the performance of : pecially that life of frontiersman of American folk culture. Exceptwork by the music staff, students, and pioneer. Of such inspiration ing that of his youth and · univerthe chorus, and visiting artists. The was the long poem, "The Bluffers," sity, Rayford's education has deidea of giving special attention at which expressed regret for the loss rived largely from travel, labor, and
each concert to a different school of the bluff strength of OUr colonial adventure in all parts of America.
of composers or to a certain nation- . forefathers, the Indian fighters, and He has been a pupil of sculptors
ality will be continued this term. the Americans who pushed west in Gutson Borglum and Raoul Josset,
Detailed plans of the programs will search of new horizons.
a W.P.A. artist, a worker on a PittsSince the day he left Duke Uni- burgh construction gang, a portrait
be announced later.
The music. in the Chapel will be versity, Rayford has been writing, painter, foreman of a garbage crew
arranged to include the chorus as I Painting, sculptoring, and collecting at the Hotel New Yorker, and a
well as the usual choir.
I data about those prominent figures radio recitalist.
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Rayford Recites, Sings, Shows
Paintings to College Monday

BRAND .cOMiES TO BARD
AS VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR

Official Undergraduate

OPTIMISTIC OVER
SCHOOL'S FUTURE

Special Statement Issued
By Columbia Head
To 'Bardian'
INTERESTED IN COLLEGE
Expressing the hope "that the in. terdependence between stUdents and
'teachers of Bard College, and students and teachers of Columbia Col_
PRES. NICHOLAS MURRAY
lege will increase year by year,'"
BUTLER
President Nicholas Murray Butler of
- - - - - - - - - - - - . Columbia UniverSity, in a special
: statement to THE BARDIAN issued'
during the Winter Field and Reading Period, called Bard "a most
~~::'!!l and forward-f~Cing experi-

COLLEGE STARTS
PICTURE CO NTEST

The statement was glven as a re..
suIt of an interview between Presi·
Ph
h dent Butler and THE BARDIAN. The
st Actlon
otograp s president was asked, in view of the
college's narrow escape . from colO
e IVen nzes
lapse last year and the subsequent,
Totaling $30
weak financial structure, to comment upon the future of Bard. President Butler gave no intimation
With prizes of fifteen, ten and five whatsoever that the thought of closdollars set up as inducements, a ing the college was entertained, but.
photography contest is being spon- I rather, was quite optimistic about
sored by the administration for the' the school's possibilities. He seemed
purpose of securing pictures for a pleased with t?e present progress of
college booklet "portraying life and Bard and saId that the students
activities at Bard." Mr. G. Thayer might "take satisfaction in the in-,
Richards art instructor and head of terest which the work of that college
the student-faculty committee in has aro';lS.ed."
,
.
charge of the contest, issued a stateAnt.lclpates ~ean s V~atlOn
ment to THE BARDIAN, explaining the
Showmg conslderabl~ mterest .in
details of the competition, after the the college ~ommuDlty and Its
joint Committee on Studies had vot- members, Presldent Butler was par-,
ed for it.
ticularly concerned abo~t Dean
Harold Mestre. The preSIdent was
"All photographers now on campus disturbed
by the thought that the
-students, faculty and administra- dean was over-working himself,' and
tion-are eligible," said Mr. Rich- was anxious that Dr. Mestre take a.
ards. "Pictures made from old neg- vacation. The latter went to Hav-,
atives are just as likely to win as ana for a two-week holiday last
new ones, provided they don't too Wednesday.
obviously show people or activities
The full text of the statement fol-'
that are no longer on campus."
lows:
Six Honorable Mentions
Besides the cash prizes for the I For THE BARDIAN of February, 1939:
three best snapshots, honorable
"The students of Bard College may
mentions will be awarded to the six well take satisfaction in the interest
which the work of that college has
next best.
aroused. This work is being closely
"Every picture published," Mr. followed in different parts of the:
Richards' statement went on, "will country since it is looked upon as a
appear with the photographer's i most hopeful and forward-facing.
name, and the college reserves the experiment in undergraduate study:
right to publish any or all of the and life.
.
photographs submitted in the con"Bard College has the advantage
test.
of an isolated location, so that it
"Tall towers and magnificent I may liVe its own life without being
monuments are scarce at Bard. merged in or submerged by the life
Even if we had them, they wouldn't of a great surrounding popuiation,
help us to show outsiders what sort the larger portion of which has no
of life We lead here. So don't take interest whatsoever in the work of
pictures of deserted buildings. Take I the college. Again, it is a small colpeople in action, with Bard as a lege, which means that personal asbackground. That includes all kinds sociations and personal contacts are
of seminars and conferences to the close and intimate, and form no·
(Continued on page 4.)
small part of the educational influ---0
ence which the college exerts.
I "The scholars who constitute the
Faculty are deeply interested in
their several subjects of study and
,
reflection, and they seek, without
- -undue formality or regimentation, to
Feb. 17-Jimmy Barnett and his interpret their subject to the student
orchestra were signed by the Fresh- mind in a helpful and constructive
man Dance Committee last night to fashion. Through its association
play for the Frosh Frolic, March 10.
(Oontmued on page 4)
Barnett features a novel color-organ
---0--in his eleven-piece group.
After two meetings in which the
;
class changed its mind once or twice,
the Freshmen decided to hold their
____
Frolic on Friday evening, March 10.
Three new students have regisAt the first meeting it was tenta- tered at Bard this semester. All
tively voted to dispense with the Freshmen, they are Harold p, Altdance this year because of the small schuler, from the Eastside High
registration of the Class of '42. The School, Paterson, N. J., Edgar A.
next day the vote was reversed. Anderson, from Princeton UniverThe Freshmen have been given $300 sity, and Eugene Krieger, from Yale
this time by Convocation for their University. The latter two : have
hop.
their homes in Poughkeepsie.
The executive committee picked to
The total registration of the col.
handle the entire affair is composed lege, depleted by the loss of eight
of George Burnham, Class Presi- stUdents in the change of semesters
dent, James Nash, · Norman Ream, has now been raised to 102, includ~
Fr~~k cart.h Y, Joseph Manley, and I~ng CJ:tarles .Selvage, who is spend...
PhIlIp Upton.
mg hIS seDlar year in France.
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FRESH.MEN TO FRO·L.IC
FRIDAY EVE MARCH 10

3 NEW MEN AT BARD
REGISTRATION NOW 102
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To paraphrase Gilbert Seldes, author of Lords of
the Press, You Can't Print That, and others, what

PHILOSOPHER'S HOLIDAY, by ful as it is difficult to achieve. CerIrwin Edman . .. The Viking Press, tainly a philosopher on a holiday
this country need is a free press. So long as paid ad- New York . . , 1938.
should remain detached. In the first
vertising continues to finance newspapers, however,
The contemporary philosopher is I
that particular millenium will be a long time coming. singularly outstanding in one re- p ace it is more restful. One can
Not so 'l'HE BARDIAN , The staff got together the other spect. He has removed philosophy listen to an Englishman, expounding
ftEt-RESIlNTIiD FOR NATIONAL ADV~RTISINO BY
day and decided that if any periodical or newspaper from the citadels of the god-like, p'rejud~ce and Empire, without gritNational Advertising Service, Inc.
, could be called "free," THE BARDIAN could, because most and has brought it into every-day tmg hIS teeth, and can even absorb
College Publishers Re/wesenl4litJe
publication costs are covered by the student Convoca- 3ervice. To most thinking people of . a boorish Nazi tirade without
420 'MAOISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N. Y .
tion Fund, and because advertising plays a negligible our generation there is little use in nausea,
CHICAGO ' BOSTON' Los ANGIL£I • SAN FRANCISCO
part in formulating or censoring editorial policy.
abstract contemplation unaccomBut there are things Which to the
Edi tor-in-Chief
WiLLIAM F . R UEGER
All this talk arose out of an incident of last sem- panied by appl~cation. We are far young and enthusiastic, need ~corch
Associate Editor ,.. ............... WALTER H . WAGGONER
ester when the Editor refused a column which he, too busr survIvmg th~ crush of the ing. Mr. Edman has been kindly.
Featu1'es Editor
...... WILLIAM H. JORDY
in all good faith, believed to be inconsistent with the economIC system to ~lther for long In his chapter on "Fashions in
Sports Editor ............. .... .. ... DONALD E , WORCESTER
last jolly day of the term and possessed with the hours over the questIOn of whether Ideas" he points to th t
d
Business Manager .. ....... WESLEY P . DOCHTERMAN
e ren among
mechanisms, if not the facts , of inciting to near-riot. or not we exist. The suffering ex- ,~
The columnist disagreed, implying that tne Editor )erienced by a vast number of peo- mtel1:c~uals ~rom on~ t?eo~y to anREPORTING STAFF
refused the column because it contained academic ;lIe thru material deficiencies is suf- other .. hberahsm, ChrIstlamty, "NeoJOHN HONEY
PETER LEAVENS
views in sharp contrast to his own, and because it ficient to assure them that they are !homIsm over the cocktails, surreal_
HARRY WINTERBOTTOM
ROBERT HABERMAN
IS~ over the Cigarettes, relativity
: criticized a certain campus social group rather de- living in a world of great reality.
DOUGLAS SCHULTZ
It is not surprising, then, to have WhIle floating on a rubber mattress
vastatingly. It seems that the Editor defended his
CONTRIBUTING BOARD
choice of columns by explaining the privileges and a~ outstanding philosopher-scholar in a mountain pool on an August
WILLIAM Fox
HARRIS WORCESTER
duties of his journalistic position.
~lve to the publlc ,a. book w~ich is :-veekend!" And he writes, "FaShions
.>imple and entertammg. Irwm Ed- m ideas, especially among the young
But
all
that's
history
now,
water
either
Subscription rates: $2.00 per year, $1.25 per
.nan, who may be called a philoso- are barometers-though it isaIas'
under the bridge, or over the dam. The colsemester.
ph~r of. the sch?OI of naturalism, impossible to tell which bar6mete;
umnist was probably righteously indignant,
wntes WIth a CUrIOUS mixture of wit is which. Many young intellectuals
but rather too excited, the Editor was almost
an~ detachment, of the, experiences will simply graduate into the adult
right. It's an old newspaper maxim that the
WhI~h have yielded hIm pleasure salons and continue talking the reopinions expressed in the signed column don't
THE BARDIAN extends the deepest sym~ur~ng the past ten years. One is mainder of their lives, catching each
necessarily reflect those of the editors, and
pathy to the family of Bradford Peters.
mclmed to take Mr. Edman's own new craze or mumbling as slippered
it's an established principle of newspaper
translation of the opening lines of' pantaloons, the ones' they first
ethics that the editors don't cut or censor any
the second book of Lucretius' "On caught in college." Thus a teacher
part of that column, unless undiluted libel and
th,e Nature of Things" as the under- comments on what he has observed
"THREE-YEAR PLAN" . . •
undisguised falsehood are contained therein.
lym~, spirit of "Philosopher's Holi- a~d the reader can conclude fo;
F fER two years of a confused and periIf an editor prunes a column for any other
day.
hImself what he will.
reason, he drops his guard and leaves himself
Picture of Dewey
lous existence, at last Bard College
open to a general onslaught of outraged
" 'Tis sweet to stand upon the shore,
~here are many pages, however,
and its program again take definite shape :
readers and journalists.
And watch the waves in wild com- WhICh are consumed with contemand substance.
'the college will remain
In one of his less confused moments,
motion,
plations cf what has gone by, of life
open, we are assured by the remarks of the
Westbrook Pegler, syndicated Scripps-Howard
And to enjoy it all the more,
m New York in pre-war days, of
dean, the encouragement of President Butwriter, said that he, a Catholic, would see
Because you are not in the ocean.-" France and Luxembourg and Italy '
General Franco in Hell before he would see
of .teachers and stUdents, of ac:
ler, and the apparent acceptance of the
him in church. His column was emasculated
Detachment Restful
quamtance with a sailor and a
administration's budg,et and "three-year
in most of its papers, and the whole crew
For many purposes the attitude house-maid, One is given a sketch
plan" by the Board of Trustees. Now there
of working newspaper men objected. Heywood
of philosophic detachment is as use(Continued on page 4)
is only one threat to the continuance of
Broun, a liberal who doesn't pull his punches,
has been similarly reprImanded. When GenBard: the possible failure of the "threeeral Hugh Johnson, another Scripps-Howard
year" plan; 1. e., the failure to get a total
columnist, wrote that John L. Lewis, chief of
of 136 students pay:ng almost $1,500 .each
the C.I.O., was "one of the best" and that
for next year's enrollment. A very strong
the American people "WOUld be better off
'
t
'
if
more of our leaders in both political and
th rea,
t 1 IS true, but conceivably possible
business fields were more like John Lewis,"
to overcome.
the blue pencil of Roy Howard nipped the
MR. EDITOR OVER THE plan, since it was just then about to
However, assuming that the college's
whole column in the bud. But Howard's
COALS
be presented to the Board of Trusexistence is seCUTe, we must realize that it ,I
boomerang was heard 'round the newspaper
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
tees.
is a new Bard and a new program which
world.
It is always tremendously import_Mr. Rueger, after a great deal of
have come o~t of the last two years' cpaos., prov~h~~ec~h:::e~o~ai~!e~~:~lejso~:n~~~~f~~~~n:~ ant that broad prinCiples not be sub- ~~c~cTIi~~iar~o~~~ ~~~~~~!~gt~r~~:
Th.e col~ege In the next few years WIll be from the ethics of a profession to the methods of a jected to obliteration by mere time four editors of THE BARDlAN, consider
qUIte dIfferent from the college of Dr. , business. THE BARDlAN shouldn't be part of such a factors, that they become basic such problems in the future. But
Tewksbury'S time.
It will have a much business; it should, in fact, embody the finest and rather than secondary to immediate the action has already occurred'
wealthier student body-the average stu- highest features of a once-noble profession. It ~hould ~f~~~e:c!. w!s p~~~~re~ ~!r~~~rc:~= ' censorship has already been accom:
dent parment next year, under the present ~:::e~~l~~~o:~~~l~o~~~;:~~sth:n~e:smtsa\~r:~~' a~tJ pus shortly before the Winter Field ~~~~:~~SiO~n~yit t~e st!~it~~:~let:~~
plan, wIll he well over $1,000. It follows completely as time and space allow. To ask that the Period and already the memory of place, even over the decision of the
naturally that Bard w:'ll become much editorial page be completely objective is unrealistic, it is somewhat dimmed. .
Board.
more conseTvative. Certainly there will ~u~ editorials might be ration~l, inte1li~en~, an~ idealAt the request of Mr. Jordy, the
It is not a question of what the
f
d' I th' k
. I
.
IStlC because none of the barrIers of bIg time Journal- Features Editor, Mr. Honey, acting as ~rticle contai~ed, Even if the opinewer ra. Ica
In ers '. a most a.s certaInly ism shackle the writer, THE BARDIAN, in fact, should "Guest Columnist," wrote the fam- lOns were qUIte unique and unacthere WIll be fewer lIberal thmkers.
It thrive like a hot-house tomato.
iliar "Looking Around" for the last cepted by any other person-which
will be a college of rich men's sons, and as
If there is anything we detest-and 1 do
issue of THE BARDIAN. When Editor- is decidedly not true in this casesuch its side of the political fence can easily
mean we-it's disappointment. There's a
~n-Chief Rueger read what had been even then should freedom be exerbe imagined.
rumor making the rounds that a respectable
written, however, he at once refused cised for individual expression. THlII
. t th 14th
I
body of art students and enthusiasts who had
to put it in the paper. After much BARDlAN is the students' paper.
A gams
p an," the
discussion, it was d ecided to print
M r. R ueger has been guilty of an
.
gathered in the South Hall Social Room the
· he th ree-year
h
t
b
agen
y w:c
e Ylch men's sons are
other night for the season's first exhibition
:he column , with some depletions. undemocratic act. Richard Rovere
to be brought to Bard, there have been
wer e disappointed. Now my colleagues and 1
On the way to printing, Mr. Rueger a Bard graduate of 1937, in th~
many attacks. It has been claimed that ,
are crusading against disappointment; we
was again beset by qualms, with the New Masses of December 20 1938
.
d
t·
..
.
disapprove of it with every scrap of our inresult that a substitute column was writes that, with apPointm~nt of'
progreSSIve e uca IOn IS gomg now and m
hastily written by Donald Worcester. " f
h t t'
'1 d'
1
dignation. There is a social and educationaJ
a ormer Wall Street broker" to
a s or Ime Wl 1 lsappear comp etely from
problem to consider. When a serious group
Mr. Honey presented his views on take De a n Tewksbury's place,
Bard. The argument is based on the supof students takes the initiative to attend Ii
three main topics , First, he criti- "progress left Bard faster than it
position that without radical and liberal
presumably edifying exhibit but discovers incized our Board of Trustees for their had entered," that with the defiCit
thinkers there can be no progr,essivism.
stead that it has been swindled of valuable
disinterest in what Bard represents made up "progreSSivism went out as
And we suspect there is much truth in the
time and deprived of respect for human nature,
in progressive and liberal education. the money came in." Mr. Rueger's
the duty of THE BARDIAN and every rightSecondly, Dean Mestre's "three-year action would seem to substantia~
supposition.
We have never known of
minded member of the community is to inplan," while admittedly freeing the this general trend.
progress in anything that was not heralded
sure that and other groups of art connoisseurs
r.r~tees from the question of, proThe Student Council cannot be
by an appTeciable group of radicals and
a truly educational evening. Make it possible
vIdmg an endow~ent, was obJ.ected excused for dismissing this vital
liberals.
for those few culture-conscious stUdents to say
to on . t~e followmg grounds. the question. If Bard is to be its
"That was time well spent," instead of
plan lll:mts the ~nrollment to C!ne democratic self, We must maintain
W h y, t h en, put up a "progressive edumumbling "Fraud" and Chiselers," "I wuz
;co~omlc g.roup; It does not provI~e primarlly, our civil liberties. I do not
cation" front in our catalogues? It is berobbed" and "What a stinker!" (Those in
for I~creasmg the facu~t3:' and thell' speak alone; I know that there is a
cause, contrary to the argument above, the
attendance will catch on.)
:alanes as well, for retmn g. ~eserv- definite group which feels that the
·administration and President believe that
I call this my ivory tower column. That title mg members of the. faculty, It does suppression of Mr. Honey's column
but I mean that I manage to avoid not a:dequately prOVIde for the needs was an all-important violation of
Progressive education is possible in a rich is misleading,
.
f th
ld tod
d
fin
3.nd ~mprovements necessary for ,the these liberties.
man's college; that it will not die because all the major issues 0
e wor
ay an con e physlCal plant, sewerage, heatmg,
-Douglas Schultz.
myself to the forty-odd acres of campus and hundredit is necessary to charge students $1,500 odd students in discussing purely local issues, re- faculty residences; it does not allow
for such additions as a social center,
a year.
opening old wounds of friends and enemies, and gen- without which a satisfactory solution
(Ed. Note-THE BARDIAN offered
Since the "three year plan" is the only erally m conducting mysel! like a small-town Winchell. of the fraternity problem is prob- to print Mr. Honey's article, referred
saving of the college it may be assumed I a?ted upon the suggestIOn .of my, colleag1l:es, whose ably impossible.
to above, in this column. Mr. Honey
adVIce I revere and whose fnendshIp I cherIsh. They
.
flatly refused on the grounds that
fIrmly establIshed. For those who attack. It, said, "Don't bother with Spain and Munich and
~hll'dly, th~ fr~ternal group of Ithe article was not suitable for printwho see the evanescence of progreSSIve refugees when The Nation and The New Republio Wl,ll~~ Mr. Edl.tor ,IS a mem?er was ing as a letter. THE BARDIAN deeducation at Ba'r d there can only be hope (I'll add New Masses) covers national and foreign I CrItICIzed for Its mfluence m such clined to give the article columnar
f
thO
b tt
ft
th lOth
news adequately. Anything students might say merely matter~ as the . ra~cous defeat of the space, weight, or influence-with
or s?,me Ing e er a er
e
ree-year springs from the more fertile and expressive brains resolutlOn abollshmg grace at meals. which a paper endows every column
plan.
For those who B:r~ dou~tfu.l t~ere of Max Lerner or Bruce Briven." To that humble
These comments were aU pre- -because the attention so attracted
IS the hope that the admImstrat:on IS rIght notion, I can only admonish with "Tut, tut, tut!" I'll sented .as the personal opinion of would have been harmful to the colin its belief
We maintain that the exis- meekly abide by my colleagues' advice. But frankly- Mr. Honey, whose name would ap- lege, its students, and the paper.
tence of the' college comes before progres- and don't whisper .a word of it-I find th.e Fascist pear at th~ head of the column. Mr. THE BARDIAN was forced to agree
. '
cccupation of Spam slightly more alarmmg than Rueger obJected on the grounds that at first to print the article because
sIv.e educatIon,. and as lo,ng ~s the .college noodles and stew for lunch, the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo these statements would reflect the no substitute to fill the space could
eXIsts progreSSIve educatIOn IS pOSSIble. If axis more disconcerting than overdue library books, policy of the paper, that it was in- be found. At the last minute before
Bard should close, no sort of education is Hitler more dangerous than most instructors, and, opportune to criticize the "three- publication Mr. Worcester, a mempossible. Since no endowments are in the since I have hopes of retiting from active academic ye~r ~lan". at. the time. The first ber of Mr. Honey's social group, ask·
.
th "th
I " . th
Ufe in June, the problems of employment and daily obJectlon IS ll'relevant when the ed that the article be withdrawn and
o ifmg, SInCe
e
ree-year ~ an • IS
e bread more pressing than beating the head waiter to writer's name appears with the ar- voluntarily offered to write a colonly assurance of the college S eXIstence, the closing doors at breakfast. But my colleagues ticIe. And there was obviously no umn in its stead. Mr. Honey's arwe think it should be supported .
I say "Nol" and they are honorable men.
better time for consideration of the ticle was not printed.)

A
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Bard Quintet Drops Tilts
With Pace, Steven's Tech
~:~~~~~~~~~~=~

NEW JERSEY FIVE
DEFEATED, 38-31
IN lst HOME GAME I Ski~Doodling VICT10RS BY 35-19
I
I

Buckley's 16 Points High .___ by Roger Merrill _ _ _ Israel, Tech's Soph Star,
For Day; Pickard
Since my last article, it is presumScores 21 Points,
N t El
ed that the reader has practiced
Iand thoroughly mastered the plain
e s even
Steals Show
I

I

b Ph·l U t
stem turn. It is also probable that
Playing it;firs: ho!eO~ame Bard'.:; he has evolved into the stem chrisLed by their sharpshooting, Sophbasketball team succumbed 'to the tiana s~age willy-nilly if he has done omore forward, E.d "Izzy" Israel, the
long-range sharpshooting Pace In- any skung at all. However, we shall steven s Tech fIve romped to an
stitute
basketeers
coached
b:v analyze this turn to make sure it easy 35-19 victory over Bard at the
"Jiggs" Millington, St. Stephen's '27. \is done correctly.
winner's court in Hoboken, New Jerby a score of 38-31. It was the third
Stem Christiana
sey, last Saturday afternoon. Israel
loss in three starts for the home
The stem christiana differs from sank baskets from all over the court
team.
the pure christiana in that the turn to leave the floor in .the closing minThe visitors, enjoying a slim one- is started first by a slight stem, with ut~s of the game wIth a ~otal. ~f. 21
point lead at the intermission, pull- the weight somewhat more on the pomts, mo~e th~n the entIre vlslt~ng
ed away from the hard-fighting outside ski, but is finished with the team, playmg lIstless, poor-shootmg
home quintet in the second half. weight equally distributed on both, basketball, could tally.
Neither team displayed much offen- the inside ski being advanced and
There was never any doubt about
sive power, but Pace had the edge weighted early in the turn. In the the outcome of the game after the
because many of their mid-court case of the plain stem the whole first few minutes. The Hoboken
shots were successful.
turn is accomplished with the weight boys kept feeding the ball to their
The game w h i c h was close on the outside ski throughout. That star and at the end of the first
throughout, started slowly and at is, the stem in this turn serves to period the score was 13-1. Bard
the end of the first period the score start the turn only, the rest of the could not get its offense to function.
was 9-3 in favor of the Scarlet and turn being made by the shift of the Time and again, set shots would roll
White combine. The shooting of weight onto the outside ski, and by a off the rim or bounce back to the
Dan Buckley and Joe Pickard ac- pronounced tWist of the whole body floor from the board. None of the
counted for most of the scoring in towards the outside of the stem.
Scarlet and White's quintet found
the first half, but it was not enough
Pure Christiana
his eye until the second half of the
to hold the visiting contingent which
In the pure christiana the stem po- game. And th~n, when. Davey Burforged into the lead after a rapid sition is conspicuously absent, the' nett and Captam Joe PIckard began
succession of long field goals. Dur- skis remaining always parallel. It to get the basket range, the Bard
ing the third stanza Pace pulled is the lack of stem which makes the defense could not stop Israel. He
away, increasing their lead to five turn more difficult; the turn being accou?ted. for 12 of Steven's Tech's
points. The outstanding feature of I accomplished by a shift of weight 16 pomts m the last half.
this period was the numerous mid- and a body twist without the steering
Pickard, Burnett High
court field goals by both teams. effect of the stem, as in the stem
The game opened dully. The only
Krogel of the visiting team was a christiana. This. turn has the ad-' exciting moments in the first half
constant source of annoyance, scor- vantage of being fast, because there were some long baskets by the home
ing half of his team's points that is not the breaking effect of the team's captain and guard, Basil
were amassed during that period.
stem, and because it may be used to Dearborn, and Israel. Bard seemed
Visitors Score
turn right and left in rapid succes- to have a little more drive in the
In the final period the visitors sion, and is therefore the principal later periods of the battle, but their
staged a scoring splurge, gaining turn used in racing.
basket-shooting was worse than the
seven points before its spree was
The pure christiana is character- high -school sort .. Charley Wyman,
halted by Scotty Bates' free throw. ized by a noticeable down up down Dan Buckley, and Scotty Bates, high
From this point the visiting lads be- motion that should be gr~atly exag- scorers of the RP.I. tilt, sank two
gan to "freeze" the ball. Bob Hab- gerated when learning the turn. The field goals among them in the enermann and Buckley intercepted idea is that by leaping straight up, tire game. The visitors misse~ 10
several pases and scored thr~e field bending, and suddenly straightening out of a total of 15 fOUl sho.ts. PlC~
goals between them, but thIS rally the knees, the skis will be greatly ard .and Burnett were thelr team s
was stopped by the final whistle.
overweighted, making it easier to leadmg scorers with 7 points each.
Kenny .a~d Krogel of the visitors turn them. The following sequence
Steven's has lost to Lehigh, Wilboth exhIbIted a keen eye for the is involved: first, down, knees bent, Iiams, and RP.I., and has won seven
hoop, scoring ten and eight pOints shoulders and trunk twisted away games. Their team is fast on the
respectively. Charley Wyman ex- from the turn (downhill). Second, defense and aided by some rangy
celled in getting the rebound from sudden up motion by straightenina six-footers. Their offens·e Saturday
the visitors' backboard, thus pre- knees and at the same time a pow~ was concentrated on Israel. Only
venting further scoring. Captain erful twisting of the body into the three others on the Jersey team
Pickard of the home quintet was turn. The skier must time the turn made any scores. Bard looked neroutstanding defensively, breaking up so that the body lunge occurs when VOus and dazed at times. Their
many of the opponents' downcourt the skis are overweighted the most. basket-sight needs considerable implays. Offensively; honors went to
0
provement. Under normal condi~uckl~y w.ho had a field day, tallytions their defense does fairly well,
mg SlX fIeld goals and four free
Steven's-Bard Score
but "Izzy" shot them dizzy.
throws for 16 points. Pickard, Who
BARD (9)
---tossed in four field goals and three
G
F
P
free throws, aided a losing cause.
1
Burnett, lf . ..... ... ..... ... ....... 3
7
Bates, rf ............................ 1
o 2
WILLIAM C. AUCOCK
The box score:
1
1
Haberman ........................ 0
BARD (31)
o 2
ESTATE
FG FT TP Buckley, c...... ... ............... 1
3
7
Buckley, rf ...................... 6
4
16 Pickard, Ig . ..... ........... ....... 2
o
Fruits
Vegetables
Bates, If .... ... ..... ... ..... ........ 0
1
1 Wyman, rg .................... 0
o
Habermann, c... ..... ... ..... 0
1
1 Sharp ................................ 0
Meats
Groceries
o
Pickard, rg (capt.) ........ 4
3
11 Lambert ............................ 0
Wyman, 19 . ............. ........ 1
0
2
Honor
Brand
Frosted
Foods
Totals ........................ 7
5
Lambert, 19 .............. ... ..... 0
0
0
STEVEN'S TECH (35)
Red Hook Phone 63
Totals ........................ 11
9
31
F
G
P
PACE INSTITUTE (38)
o 0
Dobi, lf ............................ 0
FG FT TP Connally ............................ 2
o 411
College Delivery
Buck, rf .......................... 2
4
8 Israel, rf ............................ 9
3
21'
Burnstien .. ........... ........... 1
0
2 Krake ................................ 0
o
Mooneves, lf ......... ........ ... 0
0
o Martin, c .......................... 0 o
Formichella ...... ........ ...... 0
0
o Lange ................................ 0 o o
Lacinac ............................ 3
0
6 Leek .................................. 0
o o
Hacket, c.................... ...... 2
0
4 Dearborn, 19 .................... 3
o 6
Kmito ................................ 0
0
o Downey ............................ 0 o o
Krogel (capt.) rg .......... 3
2
8 Brush, rg .......................... 2
o 4
Kenny, Ig .......................... 5
0
10 Johnson ............................ 0
o o
Hanson .............................. 0
0
o
Red Hook, N. Y.
Totals ........................ 16
3
35
Totals ........................ 16
6
38

I

I
I
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First
National Bank

STYLE WISE?
- - - we'll be glad tc.
show yeu the really
new ideas - - - - - -

3

Varsity vs. Alumni Game
Here Tomorrow Night
Tomorrow night the Bard
quintet will face one of the
strongest Alumni groups to return to the campus in several
years.
Playing for the "old
men" will be recent grads Ray
Fil~inger, Winnie Stearns, Russ
Scott, Bab Ficke, and others. It
will be a chance for the varsity
to win its first game. It will
also be a chance for the alumni
to win for the first time in athletic history.
The games remaining after tomorrow's struggle will be all
away. On February 24 and 25,
the boys will travel to Hobart
and Alfred, respectively. The final game will be at Drew on
March 4.

HELP, TEACHERS
HEAD STANDINGS
OF PIN LEAGUE
Pease Has High Average,
Artinian High Game
In Mid~Season

The help and the faculty teams
have surged into the lead in the first
half of the bowling season. The
college workers, topped by leagueleading "Runt" Pease, have a slight
margin over the faculty. The Kaps
Eulexians, Non-Sacs and the Sig~
================ I follow in that order, and are out of
the running for the championship
of the first half of the season. The
first half ends tonight.
Mr. Artine Artinian, of the faculty
___
team, has the highest single game
Saturday, February 4, when most score with 214. His team, with 522
of the stUdent body was returning lead in the single game team score'.
to campus, Bard's basketball team, Albie Hoffman, of the help, has the
led by aptain Joe Pickard, met best total for three games, 517.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at
The standings and individual
Troy in the former's first game of scores through February 10:
the year. The game, almost even
Team
Won Lost
in the first half, ended 46-30 in Help ........................................ 7
2
favor of the Engineers.
Faculty .................................... 11
4
The Bard boys started out well K G. X. .................................. 7
5
for a green team, and at the half Eulexians ................................ 5
7
were trailing by an insignificant Non-Socs ................................ 5
7
three pOints, 18-15. The bulk of the S. A. E. .................................... 1
11
Avg.
Bard scoring in this period was diName
Team
G.
vided among Buckley, Pickard and Pease, Help ........................ 9
162.2
158.
Wyman, while Nugent and Mueller Rosenberg, Non-Soc ........ 9
racked them up for the boys from Hoffman, Help .................. 9
153.3
Troy,
Aufricht, R, KG.X ......... 12
151.4
150.4
The second half, however, brought Parsons, Faculty .............. 11
147.3
about the Bardians' downfall. Paced Cubberley, Eulexians ...... 9
144.
by Scholz, their third string center, Artinian, Faculty.. .......... 11
141.
who tallied sixteen pOints in this Alexander, Help ................ 9
140,5
half, the Engineers ran away from Burnett, Eulexian ............ 12
139.6
the visitors, outscoring them 28-15 Sharp. K.G.X ..................... 12
138.4
in the last two periods.
Davidson, Faculty ............ 11
128.5
Besides the phenomenal scoring of Potter, D., Eulexian .......... 9
S hi'
Merrill, S., Eulexian ...... 3
128.3
o~ t~:' ~~;;Sq~~~t~~ef~~~ ~~~:ri~~: ~rIis, ';., Sit·E ............. 12 126.3
124.6
the victory, for this was Tech's
a en, acu y ................ 3
123.1
tenth game, while it was but the Wyman, Non-Soc ............ 8
121.5
first for the Bard squad, which in- Pickard, KG.X ................. 12
117.
eluded two freshmen, plaYl·ng thei~ Ream, S.A.E. .................... 6
Haberman, Non-Soc ........ 4
116.5
first
varsity
game.
The
Scarlet
and
Ph
·Il"
S
112.6
Wh't
1
k
1. IpS on,
.A.E. ............ 12
1 e was a so wea ened consider- McKeown Non-Soc
6
107.3
ably by the loss in the last period of! Hencken 's A E
3
107.
Charley Wyman and veteran Davey Lambert' S'A'E' ................ 3
98.3
Burnett, both of whom were banish' " . ............... .

BARD LOSES 1ST GAME

TO R. P. I. FIVE, 46-30

.LL

ed for having committed four personal fouls.
Trojans Fazioli and Nugent ably
backed up Scholz's 18 points with 10
and 8 points respectively. For Bard,
Wyman, with eight, Buckley with
seven, and Bates, with six points,
split the' scoring honors almost
evenly.

TRIEBEL'S
Garage and Machine Shop,
Inc.
If We Do The Work You'll

Be Satisfied

BARDAVON
Poughkeepsie,

n.

Y.

RED HOOK 77
Red Hook

Feb. 17

New York

GUNGA DIN
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Cary Grant

LYCEUM
THEATRE
Red Hook, N. Y.

Victor MacLaglen

Feb. 17 and 18

JESSE JAMES

STRATFORD -I
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Tyrone Power
Nancy Kelley
Henry Fonda

Feb. 18

Feb. 19 and 20

HONOLULU

THEY MADE ME A
CRIMINAL

Robert Young
George Burns
Gracie Allen

John Garfield
Claude Rains

Feb. 17

THE COWBOY AND
THE LADY

Feb. 21 and 22

DISBARRED

Gary Cooper
Merle Oberon

Gail Patrick
Otto Krueger

Greasing
Cars Called For and Delivered
Tydo~

Gas

ORCHARD SUPPLY
Incorporated

Veedol Motoroil

Smith's Service Swtion
289 Main Street
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

HARDWARE

Barrytown, N. Y.

Red Hook

AUTO ACCESSORIES

New York
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I"COLUMBIA POETRY" I FORUM PLANS DEBATE 1Butler Sees College
Valuable First Edition of Hardy
DEADLINE ON FEB. 20 WITH VASSAR COLLEGE
As "Forward-Facing"
Among Current Library Displays Announcement
of preparations for
~

Collection Of Maupassantl Bard Actors To Tour
Also Exhibited
'Till The Day I Die'

"Columbia Poetry 1939," the annual
volume of poems by students of the
University, was made at Bard during the first week after the Field
Period. The Editorial Board is attempting to assemble this year's
volume early enough for it to appear
before commencement in June . In
other years, the date of publication
has always been in late summer or
early fall.
Any contributions of Bard students for "Columbia Poetry 1939"
must be submitted to Mr. George
Genzmer before February 20. The
poems mayor may not have been
published previously in a magazine
or newspaper but the committee in
charge will not accept any that have
appeared in a book.

The Bard Forum will be the guest
of Vassar's debating organization on
Wednesday evening, February 22,
and will present and defend the position that "education is eating up
life." This topic was the subject
debated and discussed on February
14 by William Jordy and Harry
Winterbottom in their engagement
with the entire Debate Council of
Columbia College.
Further plans of the Forum, as
announced by Chairman Jordy, are:
a debate at home with Ursinus College on a rigid policy of U. S. isolation toward nations at war in which
Bard will defend the negative; a trip
through eastern Pennsylvania in
March, when Bard will discuss with
Bucknell, Muhlenberg, Ursinus and
Haverford whether or not the U. S.
government should use public funds
to stimUlate business; debates at
home with Davidson, North Carolina
and Vassar on the question, "Does a
liberal education fit a man for life?"
Finally the Forum will terminate its
semester's program with a journey
to the central portion of New York
and will there debate with Hobart
College, the University of Rochester
and the University of Buffalo.

(Continued from page 1)

with the educational system of Columbia University, Bard College
shares, despite its separate home, in
many of the dominant influences
which from Morningside Heights
exert so powerful an influence in all
parts of the world.
"It is to be hoped that the interdependence between students and
teachers of Bard College, and students and teachers of Columbia College will increase year by year, so
that each group may gain advantage
from its academic association with
the other.
"The American college never had
so heavy a responsibility resting upon it as it has today. This responsibility can only be helpfully borne
if students and teachers alike are
inspired by the highest ideal of a
liberal education. That means a
well diSCiplined and a well furnished
mind, cultivated manners and the
highest standards of personal morals
and human service."
NICHOLAS MURRAY BUTLER.

The Hoffman Memorial Library is
Negotiations are being made
currently presenting three outstandfor a proposed tour of the Bard
ing exhibits, according to Dr. Felix
Theatre production of "Till the
Hirsch, head librarian. One of these
Day I Die" for benefit performis a display of a first edition of
ances at several eastern colleges,
Thomas Hardy's "The Dynasts" and
Paul Morrison, director of the
a leaf from the Gutenberg Bible,
Bard Theatre, announced today.
given to the college by Mr. Christian
Colleges being contacted are
A. Zabriskie. Dr. Hirsch said this is
Vassar, Bennington, Smith, and
the largest single donation that the
Williams, and possibly others to
Bard library has ever received. The
be added at a later date.
Hardy books are one of the great
The revival of the Bard Thebook collectors' items of the Englishatre production of "Till the Day
speaking world. and are among the
I Die," presented here Decemfew extant of the first edition conber 15, 1938, will play for the
taining the date 1903. The first
benefit of stUdent committees to
---01--volume bears a personal dedication
aid refugees at the several colto Algernon C. Swinburne, the Engleges, Morrison said. Clifford
lish poet.
Odets, playwright, has given exAnother exhibit in the library is
clusive permission to the Bard
a Guy de Maupassant collection of, Theatre, the director added, to
Mr. Artine Artinian, French instrucproduce his play royalty-free
A program of lectures, exhibitions,
tor. This was recently shown at Counder those conditions.
and motion pictures is being arranglumbia University to the Modern
ed for the college community by the
Language Association of America.
art department in conjunction with
Includes Letters in Display
the Federal Art Project, it was anBARD COLLEGE TAXI
Mr. Artinian has a complete set of
nounced by Harvey Fite, associate
first editions of Maupassant's works.
1
in sculpture at Bard College.
George F. Carnright
In addition, he has included in t h e .
The first .event of the series will of the faculty divisicn of the Federal
display many personal letters from
(Contmued from page 1)
be the showmg of a film, "The mak-, Art Project will giVe an illustrated
PHONE 165
famous contemporaries; such as, most frenzied contortions of our ling of the Fresco" on Tuesday, Feb- lecture on a topic concerning conRed Hook
New York
Thomas Mann, Andre Gide, Vincent athletes and jitterbugs.
ruary 21.
temporary art and what the GovSheean, Benedetto Croce. The let"To enter the contest, sign the
On February 27, Miss Inez Garson ernment is doing about it.
ters deal with Maupassant's literary entry sheet in the post-office on or
merits. Also there are shown many before Tuesday, February 21. On
periodicals containing the French the bulletin board in the post-office
author's stories.
you will find also various suggesFor the third exhibit, the library tions for shots which might be prizeis indebted to Mr. Louis Corti of the winners. Some of the pictures used
French department and his friend, in former catalogs, which were takMr. Luigi Vittorio Fossati-Bellani. en by professionals, are worth reThis is composed of recent Italian taking.
publications, and is designed, Dr.
"Wednesday, March 15, at noon,
Hirsch said, to give the students a the contest closes. All pictures must
be in my hands by that time, and
better understanding of current will be judged by a committee of
Mediterranean problems.
.
Mr. Sidney B. Smith, B. A. from faculty and .students immedIately
Williams and B. S. from Columbia, thereafter. PIctures may be of .any
has taken Mr. Karl H. Koopman's I shape, but must be glossy prmts,
place as assistant librarian of the mou~ted flat, and must be at l~ast
college. Mr. Smith was assistant 11- four mches square or larger. Prmts
brarian at Williams last year.
on 8xlO paper are preferred. The
o
more the better - each contestant
When you try them you will know
"
may submit as many pictures as he
why Chesterfields give millions
wishes. Pictures expressing the activities of particular departments of
men and women more smoking
the college are especially useful and
therefore prizeworthy.
pleasure . .• why THEY SATISFY
(Continued from page 1)
"Of course, if you don't care about
trip, and they met Bob Haberman the prize money, you're welcome to
in Mexico City. The trip resulted I enter the contest for the honor of
in a confused panorama of results old Bard. Just state your wishes on
including photographs, interviewing the back of your entries, and the
newspapermen, studying the expro- judges will gladly hand on your
priations problem, shopping for a money to the next in line."
tin Virgin (unsuccessful), and catchThe committee who will judge the
ing sailfish (with the extensive help contest is made up of Mr. George
of native fishermen>.
Genzmer, Mr. Edward Fuller, Mr.
Frank Wigglesworth wrote three Richards, Mr. Walter Waggoner, and
original musical compositions to Mr. William Jordy.
three of Carl Sandburg's shorter
poems, which he will play over the ' freshment or for understanding."
radio in March at music festival to The book serves the pleasant purbe held at Sarah Lawrence College. pose of being good reading. But it
o
goes beyond that, and assures us
once again that the satisfactions of
living can be found in natural phenomena. It gives dignity to detachment, and makes plain that detach(Continued from page 2)
of John Dewey sitting at his desk, ment is a method, incomplete in it"fumbling with a few crumpled yel- self. Only the philosopher on a
low sheets and looking abstractedly holiday can remain contemplative.
out of the window." This was the The every-day world is always waitDewey whose "first lecture was quite ing for his return to action.
-J. C. HONEY.
a shock, a shock of dullness and con·
fusion,"-and who "was not easy, I -;:;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
but once one had mastered his syn- ,~.~~",'!!:::.~.~.~.!!:::.'~.~.~~~.~~~.~~"""'~
tax, a vision of a liberal and liberat_ I ed commonwealth was one's reward
and a philosophy that was not only
a vision but . a challenge." And a
chapter has been devoted to music,
The Oldest Hotel in America.
which art, Mr. Edman notes with
curiosity, is pursued paSSionately by
so many intellectual workers.
In drawing together the threads
of his remjniscences, Irwin Edman
writes, "My images have risen in an
Rhinebeck, N. Y.
age when the bombs, actual and
moral, of contemporary life call me
from contemplative dreaming. But "Truly. the Rendezvous of Friends"
even amid the distractions, one must
retreat to the Ivory Tower for re-

ART D'IVISION PLANS
FILMS, TALKS, SHOWS

College Offers $30
In Photo Co mpeftion

CHESTERF/ELDS
the Happy Combination
for More Smoking Pleasure

Reflect .on Benefits
From Read"mg P"
erlo d

More smokers every day are
turning to Chesterfield's happy
combination of mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos-the world's best cigarette tobaccos.
0/

Alms for O'bll"vl"on

BEEI(MAN ARMS
•

M. SHWARTZ & CO.
"The Home of Good Clothes"
POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

. .. "the blend that can't be copied
... the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

>l<
ANNOUNCE
Their Final Clearance of Young Men's Suits
- - - . " Overcoats and All Winter Apparel.

world's best cigarette tobaccos '
Copyright 1939,
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO Co.

